1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

It is virtually impossible to understand the chemistry of alkyne cyclotrimerization without the structural and electronic theory of chemical bonding and knowledge of the chemical bonds formed and broken during chemical reactions \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]\]. However, the fundamental details of these rearrangements are a subject under discussion. Therefore, there are many questions remaining to be answered. For this reason, this study presents the little-studied thermal cyclotrimerization reactions of alkynes without a catalyst to give benzene \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]\]. The discovery of the first uncatalyzed thermal cyclotrimerization of acetylene was approximately 80 years ago \[[@bib4], [@bib14]\]. In 1866, Berthelot reported the first example of the thermal transformation of acetylene to benzene. The reaction was conducted at 400 °C, giving a complex mixture of products \[[@bib14]\].

Studies of the different phases at atomic level of the chemical reagents and the initial constituents exploring bond patterns are essential for the understanding at physicochemical atomic scale \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\]. The nature of the chemical bond has been studied by Silvi and co-workers through the bond evolution theory as a generalization of the Bader\'s work and other scalar fields associated to the electron localization function (ELF) \[[@bib27], [@bib28]\]. Using such studies has led to the postulation of electronic reorganizations through a pseudodiradical character and not the pericyclic reorganization postulated by Woodward-Hoffmann (WH) \[[@bib29], [@bib30]\] and showing to the Diels-Alder reactions as {2n + 2π} pseudodiradical cycloadditions \[[@bib31], [@bib32]\]. Moreover, in recent years our research group has studied electron reorganization using the ELF context, getting similar results about the pseudodiradical character \[[@bib33])\]. Additionally, we used the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAM), natural bond orbital frameworks, and electronic structure principles such as maximum hardness, minimum electrophilicity and minimum polarizability to seek new insights into the electronic reorganization process according to experimental data \[([@bib33])\].

In the traditional WH rules, the {2 + 2} cycloaddition is a four-electron process that brings together two components. It is only allowed if the reaction is antarafacial with respect to exactly one component \[[@bib29], [@bib30]\]. This fact is taken into account to understand the cyclometrization in this study. In addition, fluoroacetylene derivatives are known to be highly reactive (sometimes explosive) and difficult to handle. In [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we can see the alkyne cyclotrimerization reported by Yao et al. \[[@bib34]\].Figure 1Mechanism of the cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene reported by Yao et al. \[[@bib34]\].Figure 1

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the thermal cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene through {2 + 2} and {4 + 2} cycloaddition to produce the reaction products P-1 and P-2. The reaction will be studied to understand the electronic nature of its molecular arrangement and to determine the electronic considerations in which the electronic reorganization takes place (electronic stages). Based on these developments, we will focus on the interpretation of WH rules in the thermal cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene using the ELF, NBO analysis, and QTAIM framework. The ELF and NBO analysis will provide quantitative and qualitative information about the bond structure and the lone pairs. Finally, to obtain more quantitative information about the bond structure from a molecular point of view, we will use QTAIM analysis (the use of these methodologies is explained in detail in the following section.).

2. Computational details {#sec2}
========================

The ELF was originally introduced by Becke and Edgecombe et al. \[[@bib38]\] as a simple measure of electron localization in atomic and molecular systems. The main feature of this formalism is that ELF represents a property of the same-spin pair probability density, this probability P~cond~(r,s) was associated by Bader and coworkers with the spherically averaged conditional using the Taylor expansion as:$$P_{cond}\left( {r,s} \right) = \frac{1}{3}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i}^{\sigma}\left| {\nabla\psi_{i}\left( r \right)} \right|^{2} - \frac{1}{4}\left| {\nabla\rho\left( r \right)} \right|^{2}/\rho\left( r \right)} \right\rbrack s^{2} + \cdots$$

The expression in brackets is a proportionality factor for the mobility function in the Fermi Hole according to Luken et al. \[[@bib39]\] and is related to the curvature at the position (r) as was demonstrated by Dobson et al. \[[@bib40], [@bib41]\].

The quantitative analysis performed by the integration of the electronic population of the basin (N~i~) is:$$N_{i} = {\int\limits_{\Omega_{i}}{\rho\left( r \right)dr}}$$

In this sense, the Pauli repulsion principle between two electrons with the same spin may be described as the decrease in the **D(r)** term and is taken as a measure of the electron localization as:$$\eta\left( r \right) = \frac{1}{\left\lbrack {1 + \chi_{BE}^{2}\left( r \right)} \right\rbrack}$$$$\chi_{BE}^{2}\left( r \right) = \frac{D\left( r \right)}{D_{h}\left( r \right)}$$where$$D_{h}\left( r \right) = \frac{3}{5}\left( {6\pi^{2}} \right)^{2/3}\rho\left( r \right)^{5/3}$$

[Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} is for a uniform electron gas under the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Using this definition, the ELF may be defined in the interval (0, 1). In the topological interpretation of the ELF, a value close to 1 shows that the position of the same-spin electrons is more localized in the homogeneous electron gas and η(r) = 1/2 indicates that the Pauli effect in the studied system is equal to the homogeneous electron gas. This topological interpretation of the ELF is not ambiguous because the electron density gradient in an atom or molecule differs from zero in every location.

In the ELF framework, a core basin called **A** is written as **V**~**1**~ **(A)**, a dysinaptic basin between two core basins **A** and **B** is denoted as **V**~**2**~ **(A,B)**, and so on. In simple molecules, the monosynaptic basins can be related to "lone pairs" \[[@bib42]\].

Natural bond orbitals $\phi^{NBO}\left( \mathbf{r} \right)$ (NBOs) \[[@bib43]\] are orbitals with few localized centers (\"few\" typically means 1 or 2, but occasionally more) that describe the Lewis structure of electron pairs. NBOs are a set of localized molecular orbitals whose principal N/2 members provide the most accurate possible description of Lewis-like electron density. If we consider a closed shell determinant:$$\Psi = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N!}}\left| {\phi_{1}\left( 1 \right){\overline{\phi}}_{1}\left( 2 \right)\phi_{2}\left( 3 \right)\ldots{\overline{\phi}}_{\frac{N}{2}}\left( N \right)} \right|$$

electronic density will be written as:$$\rho\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{r} \right) = 2\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{\frac{N}{2}}\left| {\phi_{i}\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{r} \right)} \right|^{2}$$

If $\phi_{i}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{r} \right)$ are the canonical molecular orbitals. When the $\phi_{i}\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{r} \right)$ orbitals are natural bond orbitals (orthonormal orbitals) we obtain:$$\rho\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{r} \right) = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{all\ orbitals}{\alpha_{i}\left| {\phi_{i}^{({NBO})}\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{r} \right)} \right|^{2}}$$where the $\alpha_{i}$ parameters are the NBO partial occupancies. This made it possible to study the contribution of each localized orbital to the electronic density of the molecule.

The donor-acceptor interactions \[[@bib43]\] have been analysed via a second order perturbation theory. The delocalization energy *E*^(2)^ related with donor NBO (*i*) → acceptor NBO (*j*) has been estimated as:$$E^{(2)} = \Delta E_{i\ j} = q_{i}\frac{F\left( {i,j} \right)^{2}}{\varepsilon_{j} - \varepsilon_{i}}$$where *q*~*i*~ is the occupancy of the *i* orbital, *ε*~*i*~ and *ε*~*j*~ are the energies of the orbitals *i* and *j*, and *F*(*i,j*) is the Fock matrix element. The results from these interactions can be considered corrections to the Lewis structure.

The NBO analysis provides qualitative information about the bond structure and lone pairs which is easy to interpret and allows comparisons between the transition states. To obtain a quantitative description of the molecular bond structure, we used the QTAIM analysis \[[@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46]\] and in particular ellipticity (calculated in the BCPs), which is the most appropriate parameter in this context. Ellipticities of electron density were defined as:$$\varepsilon\left( r \right) = \left\lbrack \frac{\lambda_{1}\left( r \right)}{\lambda_{2}\left( r \right)} \right\rbrack - 1$$where $\lambda_{1}$ and $\lambda_{2}$ are eigenvalues of Hessian matrix of the density (the lowest and the second lowest). At a BCP, these parameters determine the curvature (perpendicular to the bond) of electron density.

The calculations of this study were performed with **GAUSSIAN 09** program \[[@bib47]\]. The structures were optimized using B3LYP functional (DFT exchange-correlation method) \[[@bib48], [@bib49]\] and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set \[[@bib50]\]. Frequency calculations have been performed in order to verify that the TSs have only one imaginary frequency. The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) \[[@bib19]\] paths were obtained to study the energy profiles that connect each TS to the two corresponding minima with the step of 0.1 \[amu^1/2^ bohr\]. ELF η(r) topological analysis \[[@bib35]\] was performed with the TopMod program package \[[@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53]\] and a cubic grid distance between points of 0.1 bohr.

The QTAIM analysis was performed using the AIMAll program (<http://aim.tkgristmill.com/index.html>). The natural bond orbital analysis and the second order perturbation theory analysis were performed with the software NBO 3.0. \[[@bib54]\], and the orbital images have been obtained with GaussView program \[[@bib55]\].

3. Result and discussions {#sec3}
=========================

Recent studies have indicated that ELF analysis along the reaction path related with electrocyclic reactions is an excellent tool for determining the bond structure in the reaction process \[33a),[@bib56],[@bib57]\]. In this contex, the valence basin populations of diverse geometries along the IRC have been obtained from the structure 1 to the INT3-1 (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows this electronic population. The numeration in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is from **TS1-1** to **INT2-1** and from **TS3-1** to **INT3-1**, respectively.Figure 2(a) Mechanism of the thermal cyclotrimerization reactions of fluoro- and chloroacetylenes. (b) Thermodynamic parameters: ΔG, ΔH, ΔE~0~(kcal/mol) profiles along the IRC, reported by Yao et al. using DFT calculations \[[@bib34]\]. Note: Yao et al. \[[@bib34]\]. proposed this mechanism using open shell calculations (UB3LYP/6-31G(d) level). However, in this study, these intermediates were re-calculated using close shell calculations (B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level).Figure 2Table 1ELF basin population of selected points from **1** to **INT3-1** of the cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene.Table 1Basin1TS1-1INT1-1TS2-1INT2-1TS3-1INT3-1**V(C1,C2)1.84-1.931.921.943.122.24V′(C1,C2)1.84---1.96--V″(C1,C2)1.85------V(C1,C3)-2.622.322.37-1.992.21V′(C1,C3)-2.612.292.27---V(C1,C5)------2.16V(C5,C6)-----2.431.53V′(C5,C6)-----2.502.08V(C2,C4)-2.632.322.35-2.162.56V′(C2,C4)-2.592.282.25---V(C3,C4)----1.941.793.12V′(C3,C4)----1.961.97-V(C1)-0.56-----V(C2)-0.55---0.63-V(C3)--0.260.23---V(C4)--0.260.26---V(C6)-----0.631.84**

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the first phase of the reaction shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the {2 + 2} cycloaddition involved reagent 1 from three **V(C1,C2**): **1.84e**, **V′(C1,C2): 1.84e** and **V″(C1,C2): 1.85e** basins, respectively. These electronic populations show the electronic nature of the triple bond. After this stage, we can see the {2n+2n} diradical cycloaddition forming the disynaptic **V(C1,C3)**, **V′(C1,C3)** basins integrated for **2.62e** and **2.61e**, respectively. The **V(C2,C4): 2.63e** and **V′(C2,C4): 2.59e** basins show the first pseudodiradical state with the **V(C1): 0.56e** and **V(C2):0.55e** basins. The stage of **INT1-1** has the basin **V(C1,C2):1.93e** and the double bonds are formed by the **V(C1,C3):2.32e**, **V′(C1,C3):2.29e** and **V(C2,C4):2.32e, V′(C2,C4):2.28e** basins respectively. The second pseudodiradical character is formed by the **V(C3):0.26** and **V(C4):0.26** basins. The **TS2-1 retains** the pseudodiradical character formed with a slight decrease in the **V(C3)** basin integrating to **0.23,** and **V(C4)** maintains its electronic population with **0.26e**. In **INT2-1** phase, this pseudodiradical character disappears to form the double bonds in 1,2 difluoro-butadiene. In fact, it is shown by the symmetric electronic populations **V(C1,C2):1.94e**, **V′(C1,C2):1.96e, V(C3,C4): 1.94e** and **V′(C3,C4):1.96e**, respectively.

In the **TS3-1** phase, the {2n+2π} cycloaddition reaction **takes place** producing the formation of the **V(C1,C2): 3.12e** and **V(C1,C3): 1.99e** basins for the single bonds, **while** the double bonds are evidenced by the presence of the **V(C5,C6):2.43e**, **V′(C5,C6):2.50e, V(C3,C4):1.79e**, and **V′(C3,C4):1.97e** basins. In this phase the pseudodiradical character is shown in the **V(C2)** and **V(C6)** basins, both integrated to **0.63e**. Finally, in the **INT3-1** phase, we can see the formation of the new **V(C1,C5)** basin integrated to **2.16e** and the disappearance of pseudodiradical character to form the resonant system between the atoms **(C3, C2** and **C4)**; this system involves the **V(C3,C4): 3.12e** and a single basin of pseudodiradical character, **V(C6):1.84e** (see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows two reaction paths starting from **INT3-1** and for the pathway A. The labels in the basins is with respect to **TS3-1**, while [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the summary of the NBO energy diagram.Figure 3Lewis structure and ELF picture for the resonant system formed by the C2, C3 and C4 atoms for the pseudodiradical character in the C6 atom in the **INT3-1 state;** the image corresponds to the isosurface 0.8599.Figure 3Table 2Summary of the NBO energy diagram for state **INT3-1**.Table 2NBOOccupancyEnergyType360.091640.05260BD C5--C6350.20784-0.04300BD C3--C4340.37442-0.15980BD C2--C6331.69159-0.16480BD C2--C6321.94951-0.28540BD C5--C6311.64568-0.32730BD C3--C4

From the NBO analysis for **INT3-1** state, the energy diagram of the NBOs was obtained (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The π-bonding orbitals 33 (BD C2--C6) and π-antibonding 34 (BD C2--C6) correspond to the pseudodiradical in the C6 atom that can also be seen in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the characteristic shape of the NBOs 33 and 34. The second order perturbation theory analysis shows that the most important interactions by delocalization correspond to donations NBO 31 - \> NBO 34 (*E*^(2)^ = 45.42 kcal/mol), NBO 33 - \> NBO 35 (*E*^(2)^ = 33.04 kcal/mol) and NBO 34 - \> NBO 35 (*E*^(2)^ = 12.84 kcal/mol) corresponding to the resonant system formed by the C2, C3 and C4 atoms, which was also described in the ELF analysis.Figure 4Images of NBOs 31--35 of state **INT3-1**.Figure 4

The QTAIM analysis was been performed on the **INT3-1** state, and the ellipticities were calculated in the bond critical points (BCP, see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The values obtained were ε(BCP1, C1--C2) = 0.067 (characteristic value of a single bond), ε(BCP2, C1--C3) = 0.031 (single bond), ε (BCP3, C2--C4) = 0.174 (single-double intermediate bond), ε(BCP4 C3--C4) = 0.310 (double bond), ε(BCP5; C1--C5) = 0.158 (single-double intermediate bond), ε(BCP6; C5--C6) = 0.325 (double bond). The description of the resonant system formed by the C2, C3 and C4 atoms is consistent with the interactions by delocalization obtained in the second order perturbational analysis and with the results obtained from the ELF analysis.Figure 5Bond critical points obtained from QTAIM analysis for state INT3-1.Figure 5

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the basins corresponding to pathway A of the cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene, the electronic population of the state **TS4-1** associated with the resonant system (**C2**, **C3** and **C4**) through the **V(C3,C4): 2.64e**, **V(C2,C4):3.07e** basins, and the electronic population associated with the pseudodiradical character shown by the **V(C6):1.87e** basin. In the **INT4-1** phase, **it** shows the disappearance of the pseudodiradical character **V(C6**) to form the double bond between the **C3--C4** carbon atoms formed by the **V(C3,C4): 1.92e** and **V′(C3,C4): 1.83e** basins, respectively.Table 3ELF basin population of selected points from **TS4-1** to **P-1** of the pathway A on the cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene.Table 3BasinTS4-1INT4-1P-1**V(C1,C2)1.991.77**-**V(C1,C3)2.471.983.15V(C1,C5)2.151.912.97V(C5,C6)2.041.922.93V′(C5,C6)1.581.83**-**V(C2,C4)3.072.283.01V(C2,C6)**-**2.202.85V(C3,C4)2.641.922.93V′(C3,C4)**-**1.83**-**V(C6)1.87--**

Finally, in the phase corresponding to product 1 (**P-1**), it is possible to demonstrate the disappearance of the monosynaptic basin **V(C1,C2)** and the resonant system formation between the atoms **(C1** to **C6)** determined by the disynaptic **V(C1,C3): 3.15e**, **V(C1,C5):2.97e**, **V(C5,C6):2.93e**, **V(C2,C4):3.01e**, **V(C2,C6):2.85e** and **V(C3,C4):2.93e** basins, respectively. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows a migration reaction through an atom migration of fluorine 11 in the resonant system (**C2**, **C3** and **C4**) from the carbon atom 3 to the position of carbon atom 2 to produce the corresponding product 2 (**P-2**) in pathway B.Figure 6ELF picture of the system formed of atoms **C2**, **C3** and **C4** on the pseudodiradical character in the **C6** atom of the **TS4-1** state, corresponding to the isosurface 0,8599.Figure 6

In this aromatic system, an electronic migration on the carbon atoms 3, 4 and 2 may be related to regions with small fluctuations in the quantum uncertainty, according to Savin et al \[[@bib57]\]. It interpretation of the basins for such systems shows the pseudodiradical character in the migration reactions.

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows a summary of the NBO energy diagram for state TS4-1. The π-bonding 34 (BD C2--C6) and π-antibonding 33 (BD C2--C6) orbitals correspond to the pseudodiradical in the C6 atom (see [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The second order perturbation theory analysis shows that the most important interactions by delocalization correspond to donations NBO 34 - \> NBO 35 (*E*^(2)^ = 33.45 kcal/mol), NBO 31 - \> NBO 33 (*E*^(2)^ = 60.39 kcal/mol) and NBO 33 - \> NBO 35 (*E*^(2)^ = 14.11 kcal/mol), which correspond to the resonant system formed by the C2, C3 and C4 atoms that were also observed in the ELF analysis.Table 4Summary of the NBO energy diagram for state TS4-1.Table 4NBOOccupancyEnergyType420.079610.36250BD C1--C5410.036910.29790BD C1--C3400.063270.29500BD C1--C2390.147060.24050BD C5--F7380.050680.21620BD C2--F9370.084040.19040BD C1--F8360.084520.05600BD C5--C6350.19908-0.04300BD C3--C4341.63899-0.17400BD C2--C6330.46979-0.17460BD C2--C6321.94095-0.28650BD C5--C6311.63072-0.31700BD C3--C4Figure 7Images of NBOs 31--36 of state TS4-1.Figure 7

The QTAIM-based analysis of the TS4-1 state made it possible to obtain the following ellipticities in the BCPs shown in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}: ε(BCP1; C1--C2) = 0.077 (value corresponding to approximately a single bond); ε(BCP2; C1 --C3) = 0.029 (single bond); ε(BCP3, C3--C4) = 0.221 (single-double intermediate bond); ε(BCP4 C2--C4) = 0.254 (single-double intermediate bond); ε(BCP5, C1--C5) = 0.079 (approximately simple bond); and ε(BCP6; C5--C6) = 0.316 (double bond). The results obtained are consistent with the interactions obtained in the second order perturbational analysis and the ELF analysis.Figure 8Bond critical points obtained from QTAIM analysis for state TS4-1.Figure 8

[Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows an extract of the energy diagram of the NBOs obtained in the state analysis of INT4-1. The π-bonding 32 orbitals (BD C3--C4), π-bonding 33 (BD C5--C6), π-antibonding 34 (BD C5--C6) and π-antibonding 35 (BD C3--C4) correspond to double bonds of state INT4-1 (see [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The pseudiradical character disappeared and a double bond C3--C4 was formed. As seen in the ELF analysis.Table 5Summary of the NBO energy diagram for state INT4-1.Table 5NBOOccupancyEnergyType350.107540.01500BD C3--C4340.107540.01500BD C5--C6331.93018-0.31500BD C5--C6321.93018-0.31500BD C3--C4Figure 9Images of NBOs 32--35 of state INT4-1.Figure 9

The QTAIM-based analysis of the INT4-1 state made it possible to calculate the ellipticities in the following BCPs shown in [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}: ε(BCP1; C1--C2) = 0.024 (this value approximately corresponds to a single bond); ε(BCP2; C1-- C3) = 0.079 (single bond); ε(BCP3, C2--C4) = 0.023 (single bond); ε(BCP4 C3--C4) = 0.477 (double bond); ε(BCP5; C1--C5) = 0.079 (simple bond); ε(BCP6, C2--C6) = 0.023 (single bond); and ε(BCP7; C5--C6) = 0.477 (double bond). The results obtained are consistent with the ELF and NBO analyses, the pseudiradical character disappeared and a double bond C3--C4 was formed.Figure 10Bond critical points obtained from QTAIM analysis for state INT4-1.Figure 10

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} shows a summary of the energy diagram of the NBOs obtained in the **TS4-2** state. The π-bonding 33 (BD C3--C6) and π-antibonding 34 (BD C3--C6) orbitals correspond to the pseudodiradical in the C6 atom (see [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). The second order perturbation theory analysis shows that the most important interactions by delocalization correspond to donations NBO 31 - \> NBO 34 (*E*^(2)^ = 46.13 kcal/mol) and NBO 33 - \> NBO 35 (*E*^(2)^ = 32.36 kcal/mol) corresponding to the resonant system formed by the C2, C3 and C4 atoms, which is consistent with the results of the ELF analysis ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}).Table 6Summary of the NBO energy diagram for state TS4-2.Table 6NBOOccupancyEnergyType360.079800.05540BD C5--C6350.23011-0.04470BD C2--C4340.39391-0.15980BD C3--C6331.68822-0.16490BD C3--C6321.94482-0.28620BD C5--C6311.62090-0.32980BD C2--C4Figure 11Images of NBOs 31--36 of state TS4-2.Figure 11Table 7ELF basin population of the selected points from **TS4-2** to **P-2** in the pathway A of the cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene.Table 7BasinTS4-2INT4-2P-2**V(C1,C2)2.21**\--**V(C1,C3)2.242.302.97V(C1,C5)2.162.333.00V(C5,C6)1.542.103.02V′(C5,C6)2.081.62**-**V(C2,C4)3.122.332.84V(C2,C6)**-**2.612.98V(C3,C4)2.561.922.96V′(C3,C4)**-**1.58**-**V(C1)**-**0.32**-**V(C2)0.61**-**V(C6)1.83**\--

The QTAIM-based analysis of the TS4-2 state has given us the following ellipticities in the BCPs (see [Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}): ε(BCP1; C1--C2) = 0.039 (approximately corresponding to a single bond); ε(BCP2; C1--C3) = 0.052 (single bond); ε(BCP3, C3--C4) = 0.186 (double bond); ε(BCP4 C2--C4) = 0.296 (double bond); ε(BCP5; C1--C5) = 0.082 (single bond); and ε(BCP6; C5--C6) = 0.315 (double bond). The results obtained are coherent with the interactions by delocalisation obtained in the second order perturbational analysis and with the results obtained from the ELF analysis ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}).Figure 12Bond critical points obtained from QTAIM analysis for state TS4-2.Figure 12

In [Figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, it is possible see the pseudodiradical character of the **C1** and **C2** carbon atoms subsides to form the resonant system shown in the product **P-2**, forming the **V(C1,C3): 2.97e**, **V(C1,C5):3.00e**, **V(C5,C6):3.02e**, **V(C2,C4): 2.84e**, **V(C2,C6):2.98e** and **V(C3,C4):2.96e** basins ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}).Figure 13ELF image of the pseudodiradical character of the C1 and C2 carbon atoms in the state **INT4-2,** corresponding to the isosurface 0.7988.Figure 13

In this sense, these Diels-Alder cycloadditions are characterized by a pseudodiradical character and not the pericyclic process reported by the traditional WH rules. The {2n + 2π} cycloaddition in the second phase (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) can be considered stepwise pseudodiradical dimeric (closed shell) and not a cycloaddition through radicals (open shell). This allows us understand the electronic reorganization and their molecular behavior as pseudodiradical intermediates. Moreover, the three phases of the mechanisms that correspond to the electronic migration reactions reported in this study are due to the migration of a fluorine atom in the pseudodiradical resonant system (**C3**, **C4** and **C2**), see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. In this sense, the lone electron in the carbon atom **C2** migrates to the carbon atom **C3**, with the subsequent formation of the intermediary **TS4-2**, also with pseudodiradical reorganization and not a pericyclic process.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

This paper presents the study of the cyclotrimerization of fluoro- and chloroacetylenes involving {2 + 2} and {4 + 2} cycloadditions by means of ELF topological, QTAIM analyses and Natural Bond Orbital analyses. These three methodologies have shown that the electronic reorganization in the {2 + 2}, {4 + 2} cycloadditions can be considered as {2n +2n} and {2π+2n} pseudodiradical process, respectively. The last phase of this thermal reaction involved an electronic migration from the spin α of the carbon atom C2 to the carbon atom C3 under the pseudodiradical character, with the subsequent formation of the reaction products (P1 and P2). These outcomes are consistent with the thermodynamic analysis reported by Yao et al. \[[@bib34]\] In this framework, new insights are presented in the electronic behavior in the formation of bonds in the thermal cyclotrimerization of fluoroacetylene, showing the electronic nature to be pseudodiradical and not purely diradical. All the calculations using a closed shell were performed.
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